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Abstract

In this paper, we consider both speaker dependent and listener

dependent aspects in the assessment of emotions in speech. We

model the speaker dependencies in emotional speech produc-

tion by two parameters which describe the individual’s emo-

tional expression behavior. Similarly, we model the listener’s

emotion perception behavior by a simple parametric model.

These models form a basis for improving current automatic

emotion recognition schemes such as, for example, for man-

machine interaction applications.

For this task, an emotional speech database of the four emotion

categories angry, happy, neutral, and sad was evaluated by 18

human listeners. For each of the 680 sentences, the evaluators

rated the values of three emotion primitives, valence, activation,

and dominance, each on a 5-point scale. The assessment results

were used to calculate the distributions (centroids, covariances)

of the emotion classes in the space spanned by the three emo-

tion primitives. The individual classes formed separable clus-

ters in the emotion space. Based on these results, we analyzed

the variations of the emotion clusters as a function of speaker

and listener.

Across different speakers, we found that the main difference in

the emotional speech was the position of the neutral cluster and

the scaling of the emotions in the emotion primitives space. To

capture this effect, we introduced the speaker-dependent param-

eters Emotion Expression Bias and Emotion Expression Ampli-

fication within this model representation and showed that the

original class centroids could be reconstructed fairly accurately.

From the perception viewpoint, we found that the listeners’ rat-

ings of emotional speech could be described as a realization of a

normally distributed random variable. Based on this result, we

propose the correlation with the mean value of the ratings to be

the listener-dependent parameter, which could be in turn incor-

porated within the model training for automatic recognition.

1. Introduction

Emotion recognition in speech has gained much attention in re-

cent years [1, 2, 3, 4]. In many applications of man-machine

interaction or data mining, it is not only important to deter-

mine what was said but also how it was expressed. To facil-

itate machine understanding of human emotional expressions,

references are usually provided by human evaluation of the

emotional speech. However, fine details of human evaluation

of emotions has not been exploited to its full extent within
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the realm of automatic recognition of emotions. For instance,

each person perceives emotions differently even if the evalua-

tion context were to be the same and typically, majority agree-

ment amongst the raters is assumed to be provide the reference.

In this paper we analyze individual variations in both produc-

tion and evaluation of emotional speech and propose paramet-

ric models of variability to obtain improved data representations

and model for automatic emotion recognition schemes.

For the analysis of variations in producing and perceiving emo-

tional speech, we use a 3D emotion space concept, where emo-

tions are described as a combination of three values along con-

tinuous axes of generic attributes (referred herein as “primi-

tives”). These primitives are valence (negative vs. positive),

activation (calm vs. excited), and dominance (weak vs. strong)

[5], each assumed to be defined to take on values, without loss

of generality, within the range of -1 to +1.

Using these assessment results, the centroids and covariances of

the distributions of the four emotion classes angry, happy, neu-

tral, and sad are calculated. The individual classes have shown

to form fairly minimally-overlapping subspaces within this 3D

emotion space [6]. Using these emotion categories, emotion

variations can be observed as modified positions of their dis-

tributions in the emotion space. In particular, we focus on the

trasformation of the centroids of the emotion clusters with re-

spect to speaker and listener effects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes basic concepts of emotion expression and perception,

and mentions previous work on incorporating them in emotion

evaluation methods. Section 3 introduces the data we used. Sec-

tion 4 describes the concept of building speaker models to de-

scribe speaker-dependent emotion expression behavior, and lis-

tener models to describe the emotion perception aspects. Sec-

tion 5 shows the results achieved using these models with our

speech corpus. Section 6 provides our conclusions and an out-

look on future work.

2. Expression and perception of emotions

The Brunswick lens model depicts, in a functional manner, how

emotions are transmitted from a speaker to a listener [7]: The

truly felt emotion is expressed in a speaker-dependent way. It is

transmitted by multiple modalities such as voice, mimics, ges-

tures. The listener perceives the emotion as a listener-dependent

receiver.

2.1. Production: Speaker-side

The expression of emotions is subject to various influences,

such as gender, age, experience, or display rules [7]. They can

be summarized as two major factors: expressivity and encod-



ing competence [8]. While expressivity does not necessarily re-

veal the speaker’s feelings, e.g. if he/she generally speaks in an

aggressive way, encoding competence describes the speaker’s

ability to accurately display them [8]. Emotion expression be-

havior can even be compromised, as found with alexithymia

patients [7].

While these two factors are derived from a descriptive concept

of emotion psychology, an alternative would be using an ex-

plicative concept of emotion psychology. The most important

factors of a human’s personality with respect to emotion are

extroversion vs. introversion and emotional lability vs. stability

[9].

Emotion recognition systems by now have only included one

coarse factor of these influences, namely gender [10, 11, 12]. In

the following we propose a concept on how to model a speaker’s

influence on emotion expression in a more explicit way.

2.2. Perception: Listener-side

The perception of emotions, too, is subject to many person-

dependent influences. In addition to those mentioned in

Sec. 2.1, cognitive aspects have to be taken into account. The

listener’s emotional state has an impact on how emotions are

perceived. Since these influences impact how exact the initially

expressed emotion is determined, they can be called decoding

competence [7, 8].

Perception factors in emotion evaluation have previously been

addressed. In auditive emotion evaluation, listener-dependent

confidence scores were proposed [13]. Assessment of emo-

tions was performed by merging weighted evaluations of sev-

eral human listeners. Incorporation of such information about

listener variability is important especially when human assess-

ment serves as basis for training models for automatic emotion

recognition systems.

3. Data

For this study, we used the EMA Corpus containing 680 sen-

tences of emotional speech in American English [12]. Three

native speakers, one professional actor (f), and two non-

professional speakers (1f/1m) produced sentences (the profes-

sional produced 14 sentences while the others produced 10 sen-

tences) in each of the emotions Angry (A), Happy (H), Neutral

(N), Sad (S) with 5 repetitions each. The sampling rate was 16

kHz, with 16 bit resolution.

The sentences were evaluated using a text-free method using

self assessment manikins as described in [13]. The evaluators

rated the values of the emotion primitives on a 5-point scale

each [13]. These values were normalized to the range of -1 to

+1.

In total, 18 evaluators assessed the database (14m/4f). 9.7% of

the sentences were discarded due to too high standard deviation

in the evaluation (> 0.5). The average standard deviation of

the remaining database was 0.35 for all primitives. The average

correlation between the evaluators was 0.63 for valence, 0.79

for activation, and 0.75 for dominance.

4. Models

4.1. Speaker model

For the analysis of the speakers’ variability in expressing emo-

tions the average ratings of all human evaluators were com-

pared. The centroids µµ(X, s) and covariances C(X, s) were

calculated for each speaker s = 1, . . . , S and for each of the

acted emotion classes X ∈ {A, H, N, S} separately. These

speaker-dependent emotion class representations were com-

pared to the average (“normalized”) emotion classes

µµ0(X) =
1

S

SX
s=1

(µµ(X, s) − µµ(N, s)) (1)

C0(X) =
1

S

SX
s=1

C(X, s). (2)

To model the emotion expression behavior, we introduce two

speaker specific parameters:

• Emotion Expression Bias EEB(s) and

• Emotion Expression Amplification EEA(s).

These parameters define a speaker’s individual deviation from

average emotion values calculated as a mean value of all speak-

ers and all evaluators. EEB(s) is chosen as the speaker-

dependent centroid of the neutral class,

EEB(s) := µµ(N, s). (3)

EEA(s) is chosen as a scalar amplification factor to minimize

the mean square error between the speaker’s emotion class cen-

troids and the model-based ones:

E

�h
µµ(X, s) −

�
EEA(s) · µµ0(X) + EEB(s)

�i2�
= min

EEA(s)
.

(4)

It is calculated using the individual matrix and vector elements,

EEA(s) :=

P
X

P
i

�
µ(i)(X) − EEB(i)

�
· µ

(i)
0 (X)P

X

P
i

�
µ

(i)
0 (X)

�2 , (5)

where X ∈ {A, H, N, S} represents the emotion class, and

i ∈ {Valence, Activation, Dominance} represents the emotion

primitive.

The emotion expression bias describes a general tendency in the

speaker’s emotion expression behavior. The emotion expres-

sion amplification captures the range of emotions the speaker

produces.

4.2. Listener model

To assess the variability of the listener side in emotion eval-

uation, the centroids µµ(X, k) of the four emotion classes

X ∈ {A, H, N, S} are analyzed as a function of the evaluator

k = 1, . . . , K. The speaker dependency is mitigated by us-

ing the EEB-subtracted and EEA-rescaled evaluator-dependent

centroids of these classes.

In the listener model we restrict to modeling the listener’s emo-

tion decoding competence by a single parameter. Without any

further information on the listener (such as demographics), this

decoding competence is best described as the similarity to the

average of a whole set of evaluators. In particular, this approach

is deemed reasonable, if the entity of all evaluators’ ratings are

normally distributed. Therefore the evaluator-dependent cen-

troids of the four emotion classes are tested on the hypothesis

H0 : They are a subset of a normally distributed population.

The mean value and standard deviation of this normal distribu-

tion are not specified, since they are different for each emotion

class. If these centroids are normally distributed, the similar-

ity to the mean value, expressed by the correlation coefficient

r(k), will be chosen as a parameter for the perception behavior

of each evaluator.



Centroids Standard deviations

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3

Val Act Dom Val Act Dom Val Act Dom Val Act Dom Val Act Dom Val Act Dom

Angry -0.49 0.51 0.65 -0.34 0.39 0.49 -0.23 0.47 0.47 0.23 0.27 0.21 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.11

Happy 0.58 0.44 0.27 0.23 0.13 0.11 0.12 -0.08 -0.01 0.24 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.07

Neutral -0.18 -0.33 -0.08 -0.15 -0.26 -0.14 -0.16 -0.36 -0.20 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08

Sad -0.49 -0.70 -0.61 -0.31 -0.47 -0.42 -0.48 -0.53 -0.58 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.11 0.13

Table 1: Emotion classes in emotion space – centroids and standard deviations.
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Figure 1: Covariance plot of the emotion classes Angry (A),

Happy (H), Neutral (N), and Sad (S) of 3 speakers.

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3

EEB

0� −0.18
−0.33
−0.08

1A 0� −0.15
−0.26
−0.14

1A 0� −0.16
−0.36
−0.20

1A
EEA 1.26 0.84 0.89

Table 2: Results of the speaker model parameters: Emotion Ex-

pression Bias EEB and Emotion Expression Amplification EEA.

5. Results

5.1. Speaker variability

The speaker-dependent centroids and standard deviations of

the emotions clusters in the 3D emotion space are reported in

Tab. 1. These results indicate that the class distributions vary

from speaker to speaker. The most significant differences were

found in the centroids of happy emotion, where valence ranged

from 0.12 for speaker 3 to 0.58 for speaker 1. Activation and

dominance were both even smaller than 0 for speaker 3 (though

very little), whereas it was 0.44 (activation) and 0.27 (domi-

nance) for speaker 1. Similar observations can be stated for an-

gry: Valence varied from -0.23 for speaker 3 to -0.49 for speaker

1, dominance from 0.47 for speaker 3 to 0.65 for speaker 1. This

means, speaker 3 showed his emotions in a more moderate way.

The standard deviations varied to a lesser extent. Overall, the

values were small and were in the range between 0.1 and 0.2.

The standard deviation for neutral (speaker 3: 0.09) was small-

est in each component.

Fig. 1 shows the 2σ-region of the class distributions. The clus-

ters are marked with a letter for each emotion class (A,H,N,S)

and a digit for each speaker (1,2,3).

The speaker-dependent parameters EEB(s) and EEA(s) were

calculated using (3) and (5), respectively. The results are re-

ported in Tab. 2, where EEB(s) consists of the elements va-

lence, activation, and dominance, respectively. The emotion

expression bias was non-zero for all speakers, showing minor

differences for the individual speakers. Interestingly, none of

the speakers had a bias of positive valence, activation, or domi-

nance.

The emotion expression amplification was found to be signifi-

cantly different for the individual speakers. Speaker 1 showed

an EEA greater than 1, signifying that her emotions were ex-

pressed in a more extreme way than average. Speaker 2 and

speaker 3 showed EEA values smaller than 1. These speakers

expressed their emotions less intense than average.

For validation, we reconstructed the initial emotion class cen-

troids from the normalized emotion classes and the speaker-

dependent models:

µ̂µ(X, s) = EEA(s) · µµ0(X) + EEB(s). (6)

The average error,

e(s) =
X
X

X
i

���µ̂(i)(X, s) − µ
(i)(X, s)

��� , (7)

of this reconstruction was 0.07, 0.02 and 0.07 for speaker 1,

speaker 2, and speaker 3, respectively. Thus modeling the

speaker’s emotion expression behavior with these 2 parameters

and a set of normalized emotions captured the variations fairly

accurately for our corpus.

5.2. Listener variability

For our set of K = 18 evaluators, we analyzed the centroids

µµ(X, k, s) of the emotion classes for each of the S = 3 speak-

ers. The speaker-dependent influence was corrected by EEB-

subtracting and EEA-rescaling,

µµ(X, k) =
1

S

SX
s=1

µµ(X, k, s) − EEB(s)

EEA(s)
. (8)

The result is shown in Fig. 2. Although there seem to be some

common tendencies, a simple parametrization is not obvious.

However, it can be observed that for most evaluators, happy and

angry show opposite extremes on valence, and they go in paral-

lel on activation and dominance. Neutral and sad go in parallel

for all emotion primitives. Since these tendencies are emotion-

dependent, the evaluator behavior cannot be modeled by a few

global parameters only.

As described in Sec. 4.2, we tested each set of emotion centroids

{µµ(X, k)}k=1,...,18 ∀X on the hypothesis of being normally

distributed. Based on a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for small

datasets [14], we found that the null hypothesis cannot be re-

jected on a level of significance of 1 − α = 0.99 (maximum

of test value: 0.89; critical value: lnorm
18;0.99 > lnorm

10;0.99 = 0.94).



Evaluator

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

r(V al)(k) 0.74 0.34 0.76 0.59 0.62 0.66 0.54 0.58 0.68 0.40 0.74 0.53 0.70 0.69 0.76 0.54 0.79 0.63

r(Act)(k) 0.84 0.80 0.85 0.78 0.76 0.81 0.74 0.85 0.78 0.50 0.87 0.81 0.83 0.77 0.85 0.73 0.78 0.82

r(Dom)(k) 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.77 0.57 0.77 0.49 0.79 0.84 0.67 0.88 0.65 0.83 0.62 0.86 0.71 0.84 0.66

Table 3: Results of the listener model parameter: correlation to mean value, r(k) = (r(V al)(k), r(Act)(k), r(Dom)(k))T .
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Figure 2: Comparison of evaluators’ emotion perception influ-

ence on the centroids of normalized emotion classes.

Therefore we found strong evidence that the evaluators’ ratings

of the emotion class centroids were normally distributed.

As a result, the use of Pearson’s correlation coefficient as a sim-

ilarity measure between the individual evaluators and the aver-

age [13] is a good choice for comparative modeling of the eval-

uators’ emotion decoding competence. In our case we found

high decoding competence for most evaluators with correlation

coefficients greater than 0.7. Valence in general showed smaller

correlation coefficients than activation or dominance, c.f. Tab.3.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we discussed issues related to individual variability

in expressing and perceiving emotions in speech. For this task,

we analyzed the class distributions of four emotion categories

(angry, happy, neutral, sad) in the 3D emotion space, spanned

by the emotion primitives valence, activation, and dominance.

Speaker modeling was introduced by two simple speaker-

dependent parameters, namely the emotion expression bias

EEB(s) and the emotion expression amplification EEA(s) in

the 3D emotion primitive space. This parametrization could

easily be used to build models for speaker-independent emo-

tion recognition. For the data of 3 speakers that were analyzed

in this work, it was found that the two speaker-dependent pa-

rameters efficiently captured the influences of individual varia-

tions on emotion expression. The reconstruction error was very

low, and insignificant. The method of describing personal emo-

tion expression style in terms of speaker-dependent parameters

could therefore easily be incorporated into automatic emotion

recognition schemes. After determining the parameters of the

speaker model, emotion estimates could easily be transformed

to speaker-independent values which are necessary for accu-

rately interpreting the emotion estimates.

Listener modeling was reduced to a single parameter, namely

the correlation coefficient between emotion class centroids

r(k), to describe the emotion decoding competence. This pa-

rameter can be derived from the correlation to the average rating

of all evaluators. A comparative parameter can easily be derived

to weight individual evaluator’s ratings in emotion evaluation.

Future work will focus on testing these models on a more ex-

haustive and realistic data set for emotion recognition as well

as consider more sophisticated models for capturing emotion

perception differences.
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